The use of virtual patient scenarios as a vehicle for teaching professionalism
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Abstract

Objectives: This study aimed to measure students’ perceptions of virtual patient scenarios (VPs) for developing ethical reasoning skills and to explore features in VP design that are necessary to promote professionalism.

Methods: Sixty-five dental students participated in learning sessions that involved collaborative practice with five VPs (four high fidelity and one low fidelity), followed by reflection sessions. Students’ perceptions towards the use of VPs in developing ethical reasoning skills were assessed using a questionnaire that involved 10 closed and three open-ended questions.

Results: High-fidelity VPs were perceived as significantly better for developing ethical reasoning skills than low-fidelity VPs. Analyses of answers to open-ended questions revealed two new features that are specific for VPs intended for teaching professionalism, which are VP dramatic structure and how it should end.

Conclusion: VPs intended for teaching professionalism need to have high fidelity, follow a specific dramatic structure and should include multiple plausible endings. The use of VPs as part of a collaborative activity that is followed by a reflection session is perceived as an effective tool for the development of ethical reasoning skills in dental education.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Professionalism is an essential competency that must be demonstrated by healthcare graduates. Unprofessional behaviour of students during medical schools is correlated with disciplinary action amongst practicing physicians during working life.¹ In the same vein, analysis of medical litigations in dental practice showed that the majority of lawsuits was filed due to unprofessional conduct, such as violation in the scope of practice, negligence during the consenting process, lack of respect to patients’ choices and absence of support to patients when complications arise.²,³ Therefore, the Association of Dental Education in Europe recommended that dental schools should put strategies into place for teaching professionalism, and referred to simulation as one of the teaching methods that can be used for reaching this goal.⁴

Simulation varies in its complexity and ability to represent real patient situations. It could be in the form of physical simulation such as a mannequin head for training students on local anaesthetic injection, teeth extraction and cavity preparation.⁵,⁶ Computer software programs are other tools that are used for simulating the clinical encounter, patients’ problems and/or the consequences of the decision taken by the learner.⁷⁻⁹ Furthermore, simulation could involve recruiting standardised and/or simulated patients (SP) for teaching and assessing students’ skills in history taking, breaking bad news and obtaining an informed consent.¹⁰ However, the costly process of recruitment,
selection and retention of suitable and credible SP is critical to running a SP programme.¹¹

One of the currently available forms of computer simulation is provided by virtual patient scenarios (VPs). These are computer simulations of real-life clinical scenarios that have been used effectively for enhancing knowledge retention ¹² and for teaching clinical reasoning skills.⁷,¹³ The use of VPs has been perceived well by students in various medical and dental studies,⁸,¹⁴ because they offer students the opportunity to take decisions in a safe environment and to contemplate consequences of their actions as if they are doctors in charge.¹³,¹⁵

Different studies that investigated learners’ perceptions towards VPs showed that learners prefer specific features in VP design such as realism, relevance, appropriate level of difficulty, high interactivity and feedback.¹³,¹⁵ Although VPs have been used in different contexts, little seems to be known about their potential for teaching professionalism in health professions education and whether their use in teaching professionalism requires specific design features.

Teaching professionalism is challenging for many reasons. There is no conclusive definition of professionalism.¹⁶-¹⁸ Most professionalism dilemmas do not have a clear-cut between correct and wrong answers.¹⁹ In learning professionalism, students are confronted with different plausible options for decision-making, and they need to learn ethical reasoning skills. The variety of options might dictate specific features in VP design to accommodate the complexity of professionalism dilemmas. Furthermore, professionalism needs to be understood and interpreted in view of the social contract,²⁰ which means VPs that have been designed for a specific context may not work in a different context or culture.

Professionalism is culture-specific. Western frameworks on professionalism were found inappropriate to other context, which drives researchers to embrace other cultural perspectives on the attributes and behaviours of health professionals.²¹,²² Some of the universally acknowledged humanistic attributes are respect, excellence (aspiring to perfection), confidentiality, accountability and honesty.²¹,²²,²³ The progress in operationalising the professionalism concept into workable attributes and behaviours unlocked the gate for clinical teachers in different cultures to plan what they should teach and therefore think about how to use the currently available instructional methods in teaching the underlying cognitive base and developing the required attributes.

Situated learning theory was described by Birden et al.²⁵ as the most relevant model that can be followed for developing and designing instructions towards teaching professionalism. The theory argues that learning occurs as a result of a complex interaction between the participants (social context), their environment (physical context) and authentic activities that are led by a mentor or teacher.²⁶ In the same vein, role modelling in a clinical context, where there is interaction between dentists, patients and nurses in situations creating real dilemmas, was considered as an effective method in teaching professionalism.²⁵ However, standardisation of clinical rotations across the wide spectrum of patients, tutors and colleagues poses a challenge for educators. Moreover, the medical profession has a wide range of roles and practices in systems that put great limits on personal autonomy, making role modelling problematic.²⁷

This problem has resulted in teachers using conventional teaching methods such as lectures in conveying the intended messages, which are usually in the form of “DOs and DON’Ts”.²⁸ Others used problems and writing exercises to stimulate students’ reflection,²⁹ but still such practice may result in isolation of the cognitive base of professionalism from clinical practice, which could make the acquired knowledge difficult to transfer to the workplace. Therefore, simulation might better help learners to internalise the cognitive base of professionalism by allowing them to situate it within the clinical context.¹⁹

In a recent study, Hooper et al.³⁰ mentioned that 85% of students perceived VPs as an effective way for gaining knowledge relevant to medical ethics, but still more research is required to find out its potential in ethical reasoning and decision-making skills.³¹ To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing evaluation instrument that is designed specifically for measuring the perception of using VPs in developing ethical reasoning skills. However, Huwendiek and de Leng²² have developed and used a questionnaire assessing students’ experiences with VPs for learning clinical reasoning skills. The development of this questionnaire was based on literature about strategies to teach clinical reasoning, the design of teaching cases and the results of a focus group study exploring students’ perceptions of the ideal design of VPs for learning clinical reasoning skills.

Currently, there are different ways for using VPs within the classroom.³³ However, situated learning theory resonates well with the latest paradigm shift from independent learning using VPs to integrating VPs in whole learning activities such as a VP collaborative learning activity. In such activity, learners work in groups with the virtual patient, discussing their options at each step and reaching consensus on what their collective action will be. Therefore, the VP in such an activity acts mainly as a trigger for students’ discussion and debate. Learning would depend on students’ interactions with each other more than their direct interaction with the VP itself.³³ That said, the collaborative work of students (social context) with VPs based on authentic professionalism dilemmas, followed by a reflection session guided by faculty, could be an effective method for developing ethical reasoning skills that are required in decision-making on professionalism dilemma. Moreover, a collaborative learning activity could also fulfil two main requirements that are proposed for teaching professionalism: creating learning opportunities that are appropriate to the level of the learners and allowing structured time for guided reflection.³⁴ Guided reflection in such a context might enable students to discuss with their faculty the suboptimal answers. On the other hand, the faculty would be able to investigate why specific answers have been chosen and why the other options are not correct.

The physical environment of these learning activities is actually formed by the classroom and the VPs, so it is not as situated as in the clinical setting and real patients. Therefore, this study investigates how using VPs in the classroom can help students in developing their ethical reasoning skills, and what are the VP design features that learners perceive as crucial for teaching professionalism?
2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Sixty-seven students who were registered in an oral and maxillofacial surgery course for the academic year 2015/2016 (2nd semester) agreed to participate in the study. All students were in their 5th academic year of a 6-year discipline-based dental programme. Two students did not attend the learning sessions in the study; therefore, the total number of participants was 65 students (N=65) in two main groups: males (n=36) and females (n=29). Each main group of students was divided into small groups of five to six students each.

2.2 | Materials

2.2.1 | Classroom

The classroom contains six interactive multitouch tables that are connected to 5-6 headphones to allow the students in the small groups to listen to the different VPs without having a sound collision from the neighbouring table, whilst during discussion, students can take the headphone off so they can listen to each other.

2.2.2 | Virtual Patients

The study involved the use of five virtual patients, tackling four professionalism dilemmas, namely privacy, confidentiality, excellence (aspiring to perfection) and honesty (Table 1). The virtual patients were different in their physical fidelity levels as four VPs (VP 1, 2, 4, 5) had a high-fidelity design, in which two-dimensional graphics were used to represent different clinical settings and different characters within the VPs (Figure 1). Real human photographs with a real human sound were used to project the different characters in the VPs. The VPs display real patient radiographs, laboratory results, intra-oral photographs and records for other special investigations at different stages of VPs path. VP 3 has low fidelity and presents the storyboard of the clinical scenario in a text format using PowerPoint. The PowerPoint slides are hyperlinked to each other in order to allow the students to follow the consequences of the decisions taken; therefore, both designs have the same functional fidelity, which is how they respond to students’ choices.

2.2.3 | Measuring instruments

A questionnaire that was developed by Huwendiek and de Leng32 for measuring students’ perceptions of the development of clinical reasoning skills was adapted for this study. The reliability of different subscales of the original questionnaire ranged from 0.74 to 0.82.35 The questionnaire is adapted by paraphrasing items to address perception of ethical reasoning using high- and low-fidelity VPs (for instance item number 1: whilst working on this case, I felt I had to make the same decisions a doctor would make in real life is paraphrased to Which of these virtual patients, you had the same decisions a doctor would make in real life?).

The adapted questionnaire contained 10 closed and three open-ended questions (Table 2). The questions clustered into five main categories, which are the authenticity of the patient encounter, professional approach in consultation, coaching during consultation, learning effect and overall judgement. For the closed questions, the students were asked to rank the five VPs from 1 to 5; in which 1 is the best VP and 5 is the worse VP. The open-ended questions required the students to reflect on special strengths and weaknesses regarding VP designs and to comment on the overall learning session. All the students filled the questionnaire immediately after the learning session.

2.3 | Procedure

The study involved two identical sessions, one for male and one for female students. Both sessions were conducted in the same classroom, used the same VPs and were facilitated by the same two faculty members, but at different points in time. Every learning session lasted for almost three hours and involved three parts: introduction, VP collaborative practice and reflection.

2.3.1 | Introduction

Lasted 10 minutes, in which an overview was provided about the VPs and how they respond to students’ selections of different options. It involved also assigning a leader to every small group. He or she would operate the touch screen after the whole group discussed together the different questions and choices in the VP path.

2.3.2 | VP collaborative practice

Lasted for nearly one hour, all students practiced the five VPs simultaneously in small groups (five to six students each). During collaborative practice, the students listened, watched and then discussed together in groups before taking a collective decision in different VPs. Two faculty members were moving between the tables to observe students’ practice and respond to any questions.

2.3.3 | Reflection part

Two faculty members facilitated five reflection periods (one after each VP). Each reflection period lasted for about 20 minutes and was

<p>| TABLE 1 | The five VPs per topic and fidelity |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VP</th>
<th>VP1</th>
<th>VP2</th>
<th>VP3</th>
<th>VP4</th>
<th>VP5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Excellence</td>
<td>Honesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
based on seven pre-defined questions that were used as triggers for reflection on professionalism dilemmas \cite{36} (Table 3). Furthermore, students were allowed to provide their opinion on the different characters and to describe any relevance to previous experiences with real patients.

2.4 | Data collection and analysis

The college's statistical unit collected the filled questionnaires. The quantitative data were analysed using SPSS Software (SPSS 22.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). ANOVA was used to find any significant differences between the low-fidelity and high-fidelity VPs. Post hoc Tukey HSD was performed for multiple pairwise comparisons. The $P$-value for statistical significance was set at 5%.

Thematic analysis was generated based on students' qualitative data (open-ended questions) using Excel. We followed the conventional approach to content analysis. The response from each student was considered the unit of analysis. Meaning units represented features of ideal VP design and varied in length, ranging from one word, for example "realism" and "interactivity" to one or multiple statements, for example "I want to see a VP that is similar to a movie". Short meaning units were condensed and coded as such, but longer ones were shortened with the preservation of their gist to form condensed meaning units. One code was given to them. Codes were then grouped under higher headings (categories), which were eventually clustered in themes.

2.5 | ETHICAL APPROVAL

The study was reviewed and approved by the University Ethical Committee (IRB number: 2015-02-099), and all participants gave informed consent before the beginning of the study. It was clearly announced that the session is optional, and students' attendance does not contribute to their grades or evaluation.

3 | RESULTS

All participants (N=65) filled out the questionnaire. The mean rating scores for the high-fidelity VPs were 31.9±7.5 for VP1, 32.9±8.0 for VP2, 32.6±6.8 for VP4 and 31.4±8.2 for VP5, whilst for the low-fidelity VP (VP3), it was 27.2±8.0 (Table 4). Reliability statistics showed a Cronbach's alpha of 0.75 for the 10 items.

For the influence of different designs on students' perceptions of ethical reasoning, there was a significant difference between the five VPs, $F(1, 65)=5.47$, $P=.00$. Tukey HSD showed that the main difference was between VP 3 (low-fidelity design) and VP1, VP2, VP4 and VP5, as the mean of any of the high-fidelity VPs was higher than the
low-fidelity VP (P=.007, .001, .001 and .023, respectively). There was no significant difference between the different high-fidelity VPs in pairwise comparison. Furthermore, there was no significant difference between learning perception of male and female students for the different VPs.

Analysis of students’ responses to open questions showed three main themes with nine categories as shown in Table 5. The main findings that were extracted from students’ responses confirmed that the use of VPs was perceived as an effective tool in learning ethical reasoning skills (eg “I think I can weigh between different decisions”). However, the use of audio-visual effects was considered as a crucial element in VP design (eg “The audiovisual effects have added more reality to the VP”). The students acknowledged the reality of the problems that they encountered (eg “The problems that we have experienced were very real”), and preferred to see the arrangement of events in the VP similar to that seen in a movie (eg “I want to see a VP that is similar to a movie”). They have also requested to have links inside the VP to rules, regulation and reference materials that are relevant to the encountered problem (eg “We need to have links to rules and regulations in our country”). Furthermore, they considered group practice and having a reflection session as key elements during VP implementation (eg “The feedback session was as important as practicing with the VPs”).

**4 | DISCUSSION**

The current study measured the perception of students’ towards five VPs that targeted ethical reasoning skills and explored features in VP design that make VPs suitable for teaching and learning professionalism in dental education.

The study showed that VPs with high fidelity were perceived as significantly better for developing ethical reasoning skills than the one with low-fidelity design. Although all the designs were similar in their functional fidelity, which is how the VP responds to students’ choices, still the appearance of the different characters, their sound and the projection of the clinical setting had a great impact on students’ perceptions. Our students’ preferences were consistent with students’ preferences in previous studies, which showed that students prefer VPs that are interactive, rich in media, authentic, have appropriate difficulty and are based on real-life scenarios relevant to their future practice.

Although students’ preference is crucial in designing specific instructional methods to make learning enjoyable and attractive to them, still the preferred way of learning does not need to be the most effective way of learning. Moreover, learner preference for selecting particular instructional methods could be uncorrelated or negatively correlated to learning outcomes. Therefore, students’ preference of high-fidelity VPs is only one aspect of evaluation, which stands at the first level of Kirkpatrick model, whilst the other aspect would be evaluation of students’ actual performance and learning outcomes.
(second level of Kirkpatrick model), which was not within the scope of our study.

Two features in the VP design theme have emerged in our study and were not mentioned by students in previous VP studies. The first is the dramatic structure that is relevant to the storyboard. Students have commented on the necessity of building and arranging the incidents in the VP storyboard as in the movies. Furthermore, they said it is important to extend the uncertainty about the correct answer to increase engagement in the VP. Students’ views are consistent with what Reeve advocated in developing serious games. This author stated that a good story is recognised as a highly efficient motivator for the learners. A good narrative gives a game a level of sophistication that promotes greater engagement and encourages longer involvement. The emotional attachment manifests itself in the desire to know what would happen if a specific option is selected. Therefore, it is crucial to maintain the correct mix between storytelling and the free exploratory activity in order to keep the learner actions as a part of the story.

In real moviemaking, it is stated that the arrangement of the incidents that take place in a dramatic work such as a play or film should pass through different stages namely exposition, conflict, rising action, climax, falling action and resolution. Although watching a movie is different from practicing a VP that requires active participation from the learners, still based on students’ perception, building the storyboard to pass through the different movie stages could be possible. Exposition could be achieved by introducing the main characters in the VP during history taking; conflict can be presented through questions that are relevant to the professionalism dilemma; rising action till climax can be projected by directing the students (based on their choices) to different screens that complicate the dilemma; and finally, falling action and resolution could be fulfilled by the reflection session, in which the students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of every decision and what would support one decision over the others.

The second feature is how VPs should end. In general, VPs have either one end node, or multiple end nodes. In the first design, the VP branches

| TABLE 4 | Mean, standard deviation and pairwise comparison between high- and low-fidelity VPs |
|-------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
| VP1 | VP2 | VP3 | VP4 | VP5 |
| Mean±SD | 31.9±7.5 | 32.9±8.0 | 27.2±8.0 | 32.6±6.8 | 31.4±8.2 |
| VP 3 | P=.007 | P=.001 | — | P=.001 | P=.023 |

P-value for statistical significance was set at 5%.

| TABLE 5 | Synopsis of themes, categories and examples of students’ input |
|-------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
| Theme | Categories | Citations of students’ answers to open questions |
| Design | Real-life scenarios | • The problems that we have experienced were very real  
| | | • The dialogue between the doctor and patient was very realistic  
| | | • I felt like immersed in the story  
| Storyboard | | • I liked the VPs because it enhanced the discussion about right and wrong decisions  
| | | • I want to see a VP that is similar to a movie  
| | | • I will not forget that I have been taken to the court at the end of the VP  
| | | • Unforgettable experience as my stress went up while I am taking some difficult decisions.  
| | | • Some problems could have two correct answers at the end of the VP  
| | | • Being not sure about the answer increased my engagement  
| Difficulty of the content | | • It was at a good level of understanding  
| | | • The VPs were clear  
| Interactivity | | • Very entertaining and interactive  
| | | • VP responding to my choices was good  
| Audio-visual effects | | • The animations were very nice  
| | | • The audiovisual effects have added more reality to the VP  
| | | • Use of media was very effective  
| | | • I wants to see the characters moving in next VPs  
| Link to external resources | | • I would expect to have links to reference materials relevant to the problems  
| | | • We need to have links to rules and regulations in our country  
| Implementation | Practice | • Group practice were very helpful  
| | | • I liked thinking together in a group  
| | | • The available resources facilitated working as a group  
| Reflection | | • The feedback session was as important as practicing with the VPs  
| | | • Discussion in the feedback sessions resolved all my inquires  
| | | • The feedback sessions added to my ability to take correct decisions  
| | | • I was not sure about the most appropriate answer in some VP till the reflection session  
| Learning | Ethical reasoning | • I think I can weigh between different decisions  
| | | • Now I can think more in depth in ethical dilemmas  
| | | • The VP let me think like a dentist  

P-value for statistical significance was set at 5%.
or not based on learners’ decisions to end in one end node. The second is more complex in branching and involves multiple end nodes. One of them represents the correct pathway that should be taken, whilst the other nodes represent the different consequences of wrong decisions.41

Transferring these designs to complex professionalism dilemmas might require the VP to end with multiple correct end nodes because the real world contains situations that are complex enough to end with multiple correct answers. Sternszus19 stated that students do not need to understand medical professionalism in order to know how to react to scenarios that have clear right and wrong answers, and such simple scenarios might make the students disengage from professionalism education. Furthermore, it was indicated that it is important to put all the efforts that promote positive professional behaviour rather than providing curricula that focus on ensuring that the students do not behave unprofessionally.19,34 Although such design may create a form of uncertainty amongst students because they are used to one correct answer, their doubt can be resolved during the reflection session that should not be separated from the VP activity.

In regard to the VP implementation, students acknowledged that collaborative practice was conducive to learning. Such perception may be due to two main reasons. One is relevant to the scenario, which involved challenging questions that have highly plausible options; therefore, students had to go in intense discussions to agree on a specific answer. Second, the student arrangements in 5-6 participants around the interactive tables have facilitated their discussion. Our results are consistent with Ellaway et al.’s study,33 who stated that in VP collaborative activities, much of the learning value is generated by the discussion and debate rather than by direct interactions with the VP.

The second feature that is relevant to VP implementation is the reflection sessions. The students have recognised them as important as the VP practice. The reflection session prepared students to deal with uncertainty, as we asked them to acknowledge the complexity of real-life situations and embrace more than one plausible option based on many variables. Second, the facilitator’s negotiation of the students’ answer opened the students’ mind to new perspectives so they were able to see the whole picture. We advocate that the aim of such reflection session is not to dictate or enforce specific answers, but to teach the students how to think and react to future similar dilemmas if some of the data have changed. We consider reflection as a central part of VP practice sessions. It allows students to analyse, question and reframe (real or simulated) experiences to make an assessment of it for the purposes of learning (reflective learning) and/or to improve practice (reflective practice).32 Furthermore, authors advocated that teaching professionalism in general (without VP) requires structured time for guided reflection.34,36

This study is not without limitations. It measured the perception for learning ethical reasoning skills, whilst there is a need to objectively assess students’ abilities for reasoning skills after using VPs. Also there is a wide spectrum of VP designs that needed to be explored in relation to ethical reasoning skills and professionalism. The VP can be further used in different integration models such as a stand-alone or as a blended activity, not only as a collaborative learning activity. The study has provided two main practical implications. First, the design of VPs that are intended for developing professionalism should be centred on a well-written storyboard that follows a recognised dramatic structure. Second, the VPs should be designed to have multiple correct end nodes to enhance positive professional behaviour.

5 | CONCLUSION

VPs that are intended for teaching professionalism need to have high fidelity, follow a specific dramatic structure and should include multiple plausible endings. The use of VPs as a part of a collaborative activity that is followed by a reflection session has been perceived as an effective tool for developing ethical reasoning skills in dental education.
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